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GREETINGS MEGA MARINES

Well, where to start? Originally this would have been a 
little note to get everyone that final boost before our 

annual Business Meeting and Reunion, but fate can be a 
funny thing. When the news of a strange new virus in China 
starting hitting the news I thought it would be like SARS or 
Swine Flu. As you all know that is not what happened. As 
the severity and unpredictability of COVID-19 moved across 
the globe the Board voted in the interest of our members 
to “delay” the April meeting. This was done with the main 
focus of protection of our members. Ray Casey and the 
Military Reunion Planners were able to work early on with 
the hotel and other venders to avoid any expenses to our 
members. While this delay may ultimately be a full year until 
we can all reassemble, we will continue to pursue the goals 
of our Association, to preserve the history of Marine Embassy 
Guards.

But back to the original purpose of this missive, how are WE 
doing? MEGA continues to grow and make minor changes.  
Over the last few years, we established a Strategic Planning 
Committee to help the Board with long range ideas. The 
MEGA Emblem has been updated, keeping the original 
design as the base. Our membership chair has streamlined 
the new join process, so we are getting packages out to 
those joining. On that topic, have you mentioned us to your 
former detachment members? Challenge them to join, 
attend a reunion and fill up a table.

So what is in store for the next year? As I said, the Board 
will continue to make OUR Association an enjoyable and 
memorable group that we are all proud of. By the end of the 
month we will have had our elections and the new team will 
be in place. Please support them and let them know what 
you would like to see in the future.

I look forward to seeing each and everyone of you again in 
the near future.

Semper Fidelis 
Sandy 
Shelton Mackey 
Class 3-84 
American Embassy Kabul AF 
American Consulate Rio de Janeiro, BR

LETTER 
FROM THE  
OUTGOING CHAIRMAN



OOH-RAH FROM THE DESK OF THE CHAIRMAN

On 25 April 2020, I was elected to the position of 
Chairman of the Board of the Marine Embassy Guard 

Association. This took place after our Board of Directors 
(BOD) meeting and elections of the new board members.  
I am honored to accept this position and the responsibilities 
that come with it.

I’m really looking forward to working with the members of 
the board, as well as the members. As a previous Director 
on the Board, I particularly enjoyed helping with strategic 
planning and the communications committee.  We already 
have some important goals that I am excited to spearhead 
immediately. My personal goal, however, is to help generate 
excitement and energy from the Officers, the Board, and 
members so that multiple talents are being tapped into.

I plan to continue communication with you through our 
quarterly MEGA-NEWS, our website www.embassymarine.
org, and through our quarterly meetings, and periodic 
personal calls. I enjoy getting to know others and gathering 
feedback so please feel free to reach me at  
chairman@embassymarine.org or 717-433-1105 (cell).

Lastly, I wish to thank our outgoing members of the Board 
for their time and commitment to MEGA. Without an effective 
and active Board, MEGA would flounder. Specifically, I 
appreciate the significant amount of time ‘Sandy’ Mackey III 
has devoted to our organization.

Wishing everyone good health and looking forward to the 
2021 reunion.

Sincerely,

ROBERT L. LIGHTY/Chairman of the Board 
MARINE EMBASSY GUARD ASSOCIATION 
Class May 82 
Am Embassy Mogadishu 82-83 
Am Embassy Santo Domingo 83-84 
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 
Cell/Text: 717-433-1105

LETTER 
FROM THE  
NEW CHAIRMAN
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“Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.”  

              – John 15:13

Twelve of these young brave souls made the ultimate 
sacrifice while on Marine Security Guard Duty. I have had 

the pleasure of attending my first Marine Embassy Guard 
Association reunion in 2009. I must admit that the sacrifices 
of these Marines while I was on the program circa 81-83 & 
85-87 was not widely known outside of the various embassy 
communities where they met their fate. I was very impressed 
with the Post 1 ceremony honoring our fallen Marine Security 
Guards.  For those who have not had the opportunity to 
attend a reunion, the Post 1 Eternal ceremony is when we as 
fellow MSG Watchstanders and Detachment Commanders 
alike, give pause and pay our respects to our brothers. Each 
name of the fallen Marine Security Guard is read aloud, 
followed by a single bell ring.

The Post 1 Eternal ceremony is conducted on the last night 
of the reunion and at the beginning of the formal banquet 
dinner. It is a somber remembrance as we pause to reflect 
on the sacrifice of these ever so young Marines who now 
and will forever stand Post 1 Eternal. As I continued to attend 
these reunions over the years, I always felt that there was 
something missing from the ceremony. As I assumed the 
duties of Secretary for MEGA and have the honor of reading 
each of the names of the twelve fallen, it finally dawned on 
me what was missing from the Post 1 ceremony. We would 
always hear the names of these brave young Marines, and 
I thought how great it would be to put a face with a name,  
so we knew who we were paying honor to… and so started 
the mission. 

As I researched the 
MEGA website archives 
section, the internet in 
general and inquired of 
other MEGA members 
for photos of the fallen 
MSG’s, I came across 
several photos of our 
fallen brothers. Many 
of the photos were 
in decent condition, 
but they were lacking 
uniformity. In my tenure 
as Secretary I’ve had 
the pleasure of working 
with some very talented 
members. As I proposed 
my vision to them as to 
what I was trying to accomplish, they were all on board and 
were instrumental in providing their valuable input. First let 
me say that this was a labor of love and an honor to work on 
this project with them.

Once the idea was pitched, the project took on a life of its 
own. MEGA member Mr. Jack McGarry, who happens to be 
the 2018 “Founders Award” recipient and who help designs a 
lot of the Ship Store products, added his ideas to the project 
by submitting various versions as to how he envisioned the 
photos. 

The photos were compiled and with the help of photo shop 
my/our vision was coming to life. Jack added a standard 
backdrop to include the American/Marine flags a to have all 
the photos in color and the Marines depicted in their Dress 
Blues. Next was to include the Name and Rank, the KIA 
country and Date as well as the MSG ribbon. The amazing 
thing about this project was that it was all done over the 
phone or by email, all members that worked on this project 
did not see the results until the reunion.

THE FALLEN—POST 1 ETERNAL
Submitted by SSgt Vince Downes, MCESG Liaison

MEGA Secretary Vince Downes and Treasurer Kevin Hermening 
conduct Post 1 Eternal, SSgt David Hale lights the candle,  
Denny Krause sounds the Bell and Pat Hinds plays the Bagpipes.  
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As I received the final draft of the first photo, I placed it in 
a gold frame. As I sat and looked at it for a while and as 

time went on, more and more ideas came to me. I decided 
that maybe the flag of the country they died in as well as the 
American flag should be displayed behind each photo. The 
next idea that came to mind was as the name of each Marine 
was read and the bell sounded, we should light a white 
candle so that their memory burns bright in our hearts and 
minds. The last piece of the display is that a red rose would 
be placed by each photo. 

As the 2018 reunion commenced, several of the members 
who worked with me on this project met in the Marine House 
to erect the display and as we assembled it even more ideas 
came to light as how we could improve upon it. A Marine 
Corps flag was displayed behind the table and the final 
addition to the display was an NCO Sword provided by the 
MEGA Chairman Paul [ Doc ] Doolittle. 

As we completed the set- up we all took a step back and 
stood in silence and we each had our own emotional 
reflection. I believe we were all in awe of what was before us, 
not only was it a sense of team work, but it was something 
bigger than us. The pride we all felt consumed us knowing 
that this was the proper way to honor these young hero’s and 
we had a feeling that they would be proud and honored of 
what we had accomplished. In closing this quote comes to 
mind, “Its not how they died that made them heroes, its how 
they lived”.  

I want to express my sincere thanks to the following MEGA 
members who gave their valuable time, effort and input to 
this mission. Mr. Jack Garry, Mr. Ken Jarvis, Mr. Kevin Carleo 
and Mr. Joe Mitchell. Mission Accomplished Marines,  
Semper Fi. 

 

 

THE FALLEN (CONT’D)

(Colonel Taylor Commander Officer of Marine Corps Embassy  
Security Group) Post 1 Eternal Display.

Tehran Iran Detachment MSG Hostages Rocky Sickmann and  
Kevin Hermening view the Post 1 Eternal Display.
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Name: Kevin Carleo

MSG class#: 5-95

Unit prior to MSG school: 
Comm Squadron 18,  
Cherry Point, NC

How did you hear about 
MSG Duty?  
Saw the special duty 
poster. The one with 
the MSG looking at his 
watch, NAVMC 8161, PCM 
10401220600

What were your expectations from MSG Duty?  
I expected to be challenged and looked forward to travelling. 
Of which I received BOTH.

Funnest part of MSG School and why:  
Pepper spray. First time I saw a MSGT cry.

Most stressful part of MSG School and why:  
Academics. So many different subjects and lots to 
remember.

Thoughts about arriving at your first post?  
It was surreal for me. I had never left NY state before boot 
camp, so travelling overseas was incredible for me. The 
Marines on post seemed so salty, and my goal was to one 
day emulate them.

Funniest incident on Post?  
One time we had a gentlemen in Singapore scale the fence 
because he was convinced we had a portal that could 
instantaneously travel back to the US. The dude was NUTS.

Most stressful incident on Post?  
RPG attack in Athens and the MULTIPLE bomb threats and 
demonstrations.

What was your call sign?  
Celtic

Thoughts about departing your last post?  
It was difficult. I was with the tightest group of MSGs I ever 
served with and did not want to say goodbye, especially 
knowing that most MSGs get out after the program, I had just 
re-enlisted and was heading to Okinawa — after being told I 
was overseas for too long already.

What was your favorite post and why?  
Singapore. Amazing people, lots to do, new embassy.

Did MSG Duty change you as a person? If so, how? 
Absolutely. The skills and discipline I learned (and applied) 
on MSG Duty unequivocally set me up for success during 
the rest of my 20 year career and beyond. Organization, 
Prioritization and Time Management skills increased ten-
fold.

Looking back, what advice would you give yourself prior to 
your first Post?  
Spend more time meeting and greeting the personnel of the 
Embassy, they have lessons to teach as well. They are not 
mere walking OF-117’s. The role they play within the bigger 
picture of our missions abroad help you understand how 
important of a role MSGs truly play. 

Posts served: Athens, Greece 95-96 | Singapore 96-98

Years served on program: 3

If applicable, what was Fleet life like for you after serving 
as an MSG?  
I OWNED it. As a Sergeant of Marines with no real junior 
Marines ever under my charge, I was put in charge of a 
platoon of 65 Data Marines and I was expected to perform — 
which I did. I thank MSgt Dennis Ficken to this day for tossing 
me in the fire, It helped me develop my leadership style of 
compassion and firmness. 

Would you do it again and why?  
100%, and believe me I tried — first time there were no 
openings for DetCmdrs and second time my wife was too 
sick to go overseas. I was known for stating that — if I were 
never married — I would gladly take a demotion to LCpl 
to do it all over again. BEST KEPT SECRET IN THE MARINE 
CORPS!!!

What advice would you give to future MSG’s?  
Remember that you do not simply “go on” MSG Duty. You 
are first accepted, then you must graduate school, then you 
go to post. Take it day by day during school and you will 
succeed. On the program, learn about the country you are 
assigned and especially the people. Not many Americans 
get the OPPORTUNITY to travel, let alone to some of the 
place we get assigned. We are the “fewer of the few” and  
you must always hold your job as an MSG with the highest  
of regard.

MEMBER PROFILE: 
KEVIN CARLEO
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Name: Philip Sankot

MSG class#: 3-93

Unit prior to MSG 
school: HMH-462 / 
Tustin CA. 

How did you hear 
about MSG Duty? I 
asked my recruiter 
what I could do in the 
Marine Corps that 
I could NOT do in 
the other branches. 
Between HMX, 8th 
& I and a few other 
pitches, the Marine 
Security Guard 
program is what 

caught my interest most. So I knew the program existed 
before going in. Having the goal to get into the MSG program 
was what got me to join to begin with.

What were your expectations from MSG Duty, if any?  
After about 1.5 years with HMH-462, as a 6060 flight 
equipment specialist with SSgt Lelie (who was in charge of 
our shop) our squadron inherited a new squadron Sgt Maj. 
SgtMaj William LeBlanc, who came over from the infantry. 
SgtMaj LeBlanc would make his rounds about the squadron 
shops keeping in touch with all of us in the event that any 
problems came up that needed his attention. On one of his 
rounds, we got to chatting  about where he came from and 
his experiences. He was actually from Nova Scotia, Canada, 
came to the States sometime around the Vietnam war and 
joined the Corps. Later on he had the chance to be the Det.
Cmdr of MSG Det Jakarta. So once he learned that I also 
wanted to join the MSG program, he went on with what it 
was like when he was in, some of the adjustments that were 
necessary as well as some of the adventures. So I had some 
idea of what to expect.

Funnest part of MSG School and why:  
I don’t know that I could say anything about MSG School was 
fun. Its possible I was taking it way too seriously given that it 
was the culmination of almost 3.5 years of achieving a long 
term goal.

Most stressful part of MSG School and why:  
If I remember correctly the schedule of training was very 
tight, it was not quite like basic training, but just keeping 
up with the classes, the 30 minutes of time it took to run to 
Subway for a sandwich AND get back in time for the next 
event AND stay awake.

Thoughts about arriving at your first post?  
We landed in the evening in Cairo. It was hazy and dusty 
as the sun set. There was that blast of heat you feel when 
getting off the plane. The trip from Heliopolis to Garden 
City must have taken 45 minutes. Wearing our MSG issued 
suits still. There were quite a few other Marines who were 
there with GySgt John Gibson to pick us up. It was a nice 
“welcoming” process I thought. My enthusiasm for getting 
to take advantage of just such an opportunity was much 
greater than the noise, smells and other environmental 
adjustments necessary to cope with living in a place like 
Cairo. 

Funniest incident on Post? 
There are probably a few “Unpublished” stories that should 
remain between those who experienced them or were 
witness to those same events. BUT there is one incident that 
can now safely be told. After some range time with the local 
police, everyone had to clean their revolvers and sign on the 
card as they did their cleaning. As the story was told to me, 
one Marine attempted to take a shortcut in his cleaning by 
using Easy-Off oven cleaner. The revolver lost its bluing and 
shined like it was silver plated.

Most stressful incident on Post? 
Fortunately we were there in Cairo during a relatively 
peaceful time. After all, it was after the Gulf War. And it was 
before I began to drink coffee (which happened when I went 
to Malta) So I recall the most continuously stressful part was 
staying awake between 4:30 am till we did shift change. I 
should have started drinking coffee then. Because once I 
started drinking coffee on Mids in Malta, staying awake was 
not nearly so stressful.

What was your call sign?  
DROOPY in Cairo. My squad anointed me with it.

Thoughts about departing your last post?  
I felt like it was time to leave. As much fun as I had at both 
Cairo and Malta, I felt it was time to move on.

What was your favorite post and why?  
I Like the opportunity to travel. Jeff Crist and Steve Rummel 
were two Marines in Cairo who shared my enthusiasm 
for travel and they both helped me make the most of my 
time by helping me outline short “travel and adventure” 
goals to do while there in Egypt. By the time I left Egypt I 
had taken the opportunity to visit Abu Simbel, to Aswan. 
Sharm El Sheik, the Suez Canal, the Pyramids, Alexandria 
and Siwa Oasis. By the time they left I had tried to share my 
enthusiasms with the Marines who followed. If I remember 
correctly I took trips in Egypt at one point or another with Bill 
Thurber, Scott McKnight, Keith Carreiro just to name a few.

MEMBER PROFILE: 
PHILIP SANKOT



PHILIP SANKOT (CONT’D)

Did MSG Duty change you as a person? If so, how?  
Overall my 5-year Marine Corp enlistment has been a 
net positive. Not being from a military family, I could not 
appreciate what it meant to have the military experience. 
In retrospect there are a few things I would have done 
differently. But having had that live experience in Egypt, 
Malta and ancillary trips to Morocco, Spain, Italy and 
Israel, couple that with the vocabulary that my studies in 
Economics gave me at university, made me a less boring 
person, I think. I don’t usually insert myself into conversations 
I have not been invited to, but when I do get a legitimate 
chance to converse, I actually have something to contribute 
that is unique. I hope others experience the same thing.

Looking back, what advice would you give yourself prior to 
your first Post?  
I cannot improve on the best, most applicable advice given 
to me when I solicited just such advice from MSgt May 
who was at HMH-462. MSgt May had spent some time in 
Morocco years earlier and I asked him what he would advise 
me before going to MSG School. He leaned over to me and 
said “Don’t #uck it up.”

Posts served: Cairo/Malta, TDY to Morocco and Alexandria.

Dates on program: March 93 to Oct 95

If applicable, what was Fleet life like for you after serving 
as an MSG? 
Would you do it again? Why or why not? Yes, I always sell the 
unique experience found on the MSG program when I hear 
about others who are in or looking at enlisting.

What advice would you give to future MSG’s?  
With the internet today, do some research about where 
you are going. Maybe even research who the Ambassador 
is there (and whether he or she will be there when you get 
there) we did not have the internet when in post. The internet 
has made so many “foreign” places so much LESS foreign. 
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TAPS

The Marine Embassy Guard Association wishes to extend heartfelt 
sympathy to the loved ones and friends of our fallen comrades. The 

following list includes the Member’s name, last grade held that was 
reported to the Association, Embassy Posts and dates, and dates of 
Service in the USMC.

Note: In an effort to avoid erroneous listings, the Marine Embassy Guard 
Association will only announce deaths that have been reported by 
fellow members, family members, in the Marine Corps “Semper Fidelis” 
newsletter for Retired Marines (where applicable) or publicly accessible 
obituaries.

David J. SPELLMAN 
1938 - 2018

Regular Member 
Cairo EG: 1959-1961
USMC: 1956-1962 

Ernie A. TUCKER
1942 - 2018 

Life Member
Ankara TR: 1963-1964,  
Lagos NG: 1964-1965

USMC: 1960-1965

David E. BIGBIE
1944 - 2019 

Master Sergeant, Life Member 
Jerusalem IL: 1953-1955

USMC: 1952-1973

Warren D. CAUDLE 
1948 - 2019  

Charter Member #00216 
Saigon VN: 1967-1968, Nicosia 

CY: 1968-1969
USMC: 1966-1969

George E. SMILES
1930 - 2019 

First Sergeant, Life Member 
London G: 1950, Accra GH  
1961-1963, Nairobi KE 1963 

USMC: 1947-1967

Lidge W. SMITH
1934 - 2019

Lifetime Member 
Stockholm SE: 1959-1961,  

Geneva CH: 1973-1975
USMC: 1955-1985

Herbert [ Fritz] J. WERNER
1928 - 2019 

Major, Life Member 
Paris FR: 1966-1968 

USMC: 1948-1985
 

Ralph W. CATON
1936 - 2020

Sergeant, Life Member
Calcutta IN: 1959-1961  

USMC: 1957-1961

Edward L. MULLINS 
1939 - 2020 

Corporal, Charter Lifetime 
Member 

Vientiane LA: 1959-1960, Taipei 
TW: 1960-1961

USMC: 1957-1962

Daniel F. WARD
1934 - 2020

Sergeant, Life Member
London GB 1953-1956

USMC: 1951-1956



SHIP’S STORE REPORT
Submitted by SSgt Vince Downes, Director and MCESG Liason

As I take the helm of the Ships Store, I would first like to 
thank those who have operated the store in the past. 

Mr. Paul Robinson, Ms. Marlene Hunt and most of all my 
Ship’s Store mentor Mr. Joe Mitchell, who has and continues 
to provide guidance and support not only to myself, but 
the store in general. Their time effort and commitment are 
greatly appreciated. I would also like to thank all the MEGA 
members past and present who have supported the store 
through their various purchases over the years.

For those who are not aware, MEGA had to go through a long 
tedious process with HQMC. HQMC has created a Licensing 
and Trademark office. They have informed us that no product 
could be created utilizing the EGA without their approval. 
This restriction has limited the various vendors that MEGA 
has used in the past for fear that they would be held liable.

The Strategic Planning Committee, which consist of 
various Directors currently serving on the BoD, presented 
their proposal to have the MEGA logo revised/upgraded. 
This upgrade was a much thought out process by the 
board and special recognition goes to Mr. Kevin Carleo for 
spearheading this project and designing the logo.

As the ship’s store continues to grow and evolve, I continue 
to try and create new products that would interest our 
members such as the Marshall Hall and Henderson Hall 
Polo shirts, Caps, Wind shirts, coins and patches. As I have 
researched the past products within the store, I have noticed 
that we have overlooked or not catered to specific MEGA 
members and schools. As Marine Security Guards we all 
know about Henderson Hall, but I had no idea of MSG’s 
being assigned to F Co. HQBn HQMC. Thanks to Joe Mitchell 
who gave me a quick history lesson and would always 
remind me of his days at F Co. HQBn HQMC, I decided that it 
was time to honor these members by having their own polos 
shirt to identify them as such. The F Co. polo shirts as well as 
caps and wind shirts with the new MEGA logo will be in the 
store soon. 

 

I am also pleased to announce that Gunny Wolf (Ret) 
creator of the comic Sempertoons, is back on board with 
MEGA. Gy. Wolf provided us with two pencil sketches one of 
Marshall Hall and the other of MCESG. He will be working on 
completing the trilogy with providing us with a Henderson 
Hall sketch. 

Some of the new products 
that I intended to unveil 
at the 2020 reunion, 
which unfortunately has 
been postponed, were 
immediately made available 
online and they quickly sold 
out i.e. legacy coin

I would like to thank Kevin 
Carleo who upgraded the 
Ship’s Store with its online 
PayPal services and other 
features that allow me to 
keep accurate account 
of purchases, inventory, 
shipping cost etc. As the 
Ship’s Store SNCO I look forward to providing our members 
with quality products as well as service. If anyone has any 
ideas for new products or ideas for the store, I look forward 
to hearing from you. Semper Fi. 
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The Detachment in Bogota Colombia 
serves one of the largest missions in South 
America. The Detachment Commander and 
Watchstanders provide 24/7 security to 
its compound and mission personnel. The 
Detachment maintains a constant presence 
among the embassy community as well. 

The Marines contribute their time to the 
community with events such as Toys for Tots, 
an embassy boot camp, flag raising for the 
Cub Scouts, providing a color guard for official 
events, a Halloween haunted house, safety 
training for children, and more.

 

 

The Detachment in Bogota Colombia serves one of the largest missions in South America. The 
Detachment Commander and Watchstanders provide 24/7 security to its compound and 
mission personnel. The Detachment maintains a constant presence among the embassy 
community as well. The Marines contribute their time to the community with events such as 
Toys for Tots, an embassy boot camp, flag raising for the Cub Scouts, providing a color guard for 
official events, a Halloween haunted house, safety training for children, and more.  

 

Each month, the DFW MEGA 
Marines attend a Happy Hour.  
The above picture is from the 
March 2020 Happy Hour.  
For more information, contact 
mega-dfw@embassymarine.org

Left to Right: Mike Laumann | Susie 
Mitchell | Bill Loseth | Ralph Caton | 
Tommy Thompson | Pete Gonzales

Photo Contributed by: Joe Mitchell 
[ Charter Life Member 00108 | 
Ankara, Turkey 1962-1965 ]
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Welcome Aboard to our newest members!

LIFE MEMBERS

Curtis A. HUBER | Sergeant 
Beirut LB: 85-86, Beijing CN: 86-87 | USMC: 82-93  

Member Since 2020

Joseph A. GIARDINO | Master Sergeant 
Athens GR: 77-79, Tehran IR: 79 | USMC: 74-95   

Member SInce 2019

Randall A. GOMPERT | Sergeant 
Cairo EG: 75, Vienna AT 76-77 | USMC: 72-77  

Member Since 2019

REGULAR MEMBERS

Steven L. GUNSER | Corporal 
Wellington NZ, 77-79 | USMC: 75-79   

Member Since 2020

Corleous L. MEYER KELLY | Sergeant 
MSAU: 13-14, Helsinki FI: 14-15, Nairobi KE: 15-16   

USMC: 10-16  
Member Since 2020

Donald L. FUNKHOUSER | Master Gunnery Sergeant 
 Valletta MT: 85-87, Lagos NG: 87-88 | USMC: 82-12  

Member Since 2020

Jeff O. ROGERS | Master Sergeant 
Sao Paulo BR: 95-97, Rome IT: 97-00, Paris FR: 00-01   

USMC: 80-04  
Member Since 2020

Douglas S. BURRIS | Sergeant 
Amman JO: 90-91, Cairo EG: 91-92 | San Salvador SV: 92-93  

USMC: 87-93  
Member Since 2020

James M. CURRY | Sergeant 
New Delhi IN: 05-06, Lome GT: 06-07, Ottawa CA: 07-08  

USMC: 03-08  
Member Since 2020

Myron A. COLE | Sergeant 
Pretoria ZA: 73-76 | USMC: 72-76 

Member Since 2020

Terrence L. [ Terry ] BAUTE | Sergeant 
Tehran IR: 70-72 | USMC: 68-72  

Member Since 2020

Gordon A. HALLOF | Sergeant  
Tel Aviv IL: 88, Jerusalem IL: 88-89, Amman JO: 89 90   

USMC: 86-90  
Member Since 2020

David L. BAKER | Sergeant  
Beijing CH, Manila PH | USMC: 82-87  

Member Since 2020

Daniel S. WAKEFIELD | Sergeant  
La Paz BO: 73-74, Guatemala City GU: 74-75, Georgetown GY: 

75-76 | MSG RAST: 76-77 | USMC: 72-77 
Member Since 2020

Jon C. VANTOL | Gunnery Sergeant  
Paris FR: 80-81, Liberville GA: 81-82, Kinshasa CD: 82, Nairobi 

KE: 82, Niamey NE 82, HQ MSG BN: 83 | USMC: 78-98  
Member Since 2020

Brent A. BENNETT | Gunnery Sergeant  
Bucharest RO: 92-93 | Bujumbura BI: 93-94 | USMC: 89-99 

Member Since 2020

Thomas C. WURTH | Sergeant 
Saigon VN, Bangkok TH | USMC 65-69  

Member Since 2020

Kenneth E. [ Ken ] AUSTIN | Sergeant  
Cairo EG: 85-87, Buenos Aires AR: 87-88 | USMC 84-88 

Member Since 2020

William R. SMITH | Sergeant  
Saigon VN: 64-65, Manila PH 65-66 | USMC: 62-68  

Member Since 2020

Stephen J. CHRISTIAN | Sergeant  
Prague CZ: 81-82, Tokyo JP: 82-83 | USMC; 79-83  

Member Since 2020

John A. ANDERSON | Sergeant  
Rome IT: 85-86, Yaounde CM: 86-87 | USMC: 82-89  

Member Since 2020

Chad D. KELLY | Master Sergeant  
Dakar SN, Berlin DE, Schoolhouse IA and Ops Chief  

USMC: 97-19  
Member Since 2020

Justin BALDERAS | Sergeant  
Lagos, NG: 09-10, Rio De Janiero BR: 10-11,  

Ashgabat TM: 11- 12 | USMC: 06-14  
Member Since 2020

Darrell E. THARP | Gunnery Sergeant  
Sanaa YE: 88-89, Dhahran SA: 89-90 | USMC: 85-99  

Member Since 2019

Kenneth A. DELANEY | Sergeant  
Nicosia CY: 84-85, Mexico City MX: 85-87 | USMC: 82-88 

Member Since 2019
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Continued

David C. MEYERS | Sergeant  
Tehran IR: 70-71, Beirut LB: 71-72, Istanbul TR: 72  

USMC: 68-72  
Member Since 2019

Joe L. VIALPANDO | Sergeant  
San Salvador, ES | USMC: 73-77  

Member Since 2019

Michael P. MIHANE | Sergeant  
Warsaw PL: 77-78, Geneva CH: 78-79 | USMC: 74-79  

Member Since 2019

Steven M. WASICEK | Staff Sergeant  
Santiago CL: 02-04, Singapore SG: 04-05, Kabul, AF: 05  

USMC: 00-15  
Member Since 2019

Dorian A. JAMES | Gunnery Sergeant  
Tunis TN, Bucharest RO, Jakarta ID, Accra GH, Abu Dhabi AE, 

Dubai AE | USMC: 94-14
Member Since 2019

Victor M. BIANCO Jr. | Sergeant  
Amman JO: 92-93 | Sao Paulo BR: 93-94 | USMC: 89-94 

Member Since 2019

James R. COOK | Master Sergeant  
Saigon VN: 70-71, Lagos NG: 71-72 | USMC: 68-96  

Member Since 2019

Thomas L. MYERS | Staff Sergeant   
Cairo EG: 87-88, Hong Kong HK: 88-89, Calcutta

IN: 89-90 | USMC: 83-99 
Member Since 2019

Steven F. DREYER | Colonel  
Saigon VN: 70, Phnom Penh KH: 70-71, Oslo NO: 71-73  USMC 

and USAF: 70-07 
Member Since 2019

Mathew M. MEYER | Sergeant  
Khartoum SD: 84-85, Geneva CH: 85-87, Tegucigalpa HN: 87 

USMC: 81-87  
Member Since 2019

Kenneth D. ARRINGTON | Sergeant  
Nairobi KE, Moscow RU, Caracas VE | USMC: 83-89 

Member Since 2019

Matthew V. BARNETT | Sergeant 
Tbilisi GE: 04-05, Chengdu CN: 05-06, London GB: 06-07 

USMC: 01-09  
Member Since 2019

Charles W. [ Chuck ] GOODWIN | Master Gunnery Sergeant 
Bern CH: 08-09, Bogota CO: 10-11 | USMC: 95-Pres 

Member Since 2019

MEMBERSHIP UPGRADES
The following members upgraded to Life Membership since 

the last newsletter:

NEW CHARTER LIFE MEMBERS

Anthony S. WADE | Sergeant 
Warsaw PL: 81-82, Paris FR: 82-83 | USMC: 79-83 

Member Since 1997

NEW LIFE MEMBERS

Brian K. LOVERING | Sergeant 
Istanbul TR: 81-82, Nassau BS: 82-84 | USMC: 80-93

Member Since 2007

Stephen T. LYONS | Sergeant 
Accra GH: 79-80, Dublin IE: 80-81 | USMC: 77-81 

Member Since 2000

James W. MACKENZIE | Sergeant 
Warsaw PL: 68-69, Vienna AT: 69-70 | USMC: 65-70 

Member Since 2012

Stephen L. HARDESTY | Staff Sergeant 
Belgrade CS: 76-77, Rabat, MA: 77-78 | USMC: 74-80 

Member Since 2015

James M. BENNETT | Gunnery Sergeant 
Jakarta ID: 72-73, Munich DE: 73-75 | USMC: 70-93 

Member Since 2011

Charles M. BARRETT | Lieutenant Colonel (LDO) 
Paris FR: 65-68 | USMC: 63-93 

Member Since 2002

Seybourn E. HOPPER Jr. | Captain (LDO) 
Accra GH: 71-72, Saigon VN: 72-73 | USMC: 68-87 

Member Since 2001

William A. [Billy ] GALLEGOS | Sergeant 
Tehran IR: 79-81 | USMC: 77-81 

Member Since 2016
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Five applications (one of them ineligible) were received by the Scholarship Committee 
for the coming academic school year. After careful evaluation and consideration, the 

remaining four applicants were presented to the MEGA Board of Directors for approval for 
a $750 scholarship. Upon approval by the Board the four applicants were notified he or she 
was awarded a $750.00 scholarship.

The winners selected for a scholarship this year are:

ê Gabriel I. Maxwell from Elyria, Ohio who will be attending  
Bowling Green State University

★ ê Diani Thomas from Bronx, New York who will be attending  
Johnson C. Smith University

★ ê Mckenah E. Morris from Russell, Kentucky who will be attending  
Ashland Community and Technical College

★ ê Mary Abigail (Abby) Tracy from Birmingham, Alabama who will be attending  
Auburn University

The MEGA Board of Directors and the Scholarship Committee wish the best of luck  
and good fortune for each of these worthy students in their academic pursuit. 

2020 SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Submitted by Virgil M. Johnson, Ed.D.

REPLACEMENT MEMBERSHIP  
CARD REQUEST

Was your membership card lost, damaged, or 

stolen? Please ensure your address on file is 

accurate, and visit https://embassymarine.org/

membership-card-request/ to request yours today!   

[ There is a fee of $5.00 per replacement card to 

cover materials and shipping ]
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MEMBER CONTRIBUTION—ANGELA MUNSON

To Contribute New Media to our website or newsletter: Go to https://embassymarine.org/contribute/ to submit 
photos, documents (PDF or Microsoft Word) and videos. The following filetypes are authorized: pdf, doc, docx, xls, 
xlsx, png, jpg, jpeg, bmp, gif, mp4.

Please provide descriptions for photos as applicable. Be sure to reference the respective filename for each 
description.  

COMMITTEE CHAIRS

Vincent O. DOWNES | MCESG Executive Liaison and Ship’s Store
Timothy [ Tim ] J. WOOD | Elections
Timothy T. PARRISH | Strategic Planning
Kevin [ KJ ] CARLEO | Webmaster, Membership, Historical Archives  
Thomas BUTLER | Legal Advisor
Juan ROCHA | Chaplain
VACANT | Scholarship

In May 1988, I arrived at Quantico, VA as a part of class 4-88 
as a MSG Candidate. The class of 90+ males and 5 females 

was the first to include women in the modern era. I believe 
women were on embassy duty in the early/mid 70s but 
after the Iran embassy was taken over, I think they pulled 
women off. As a hard charging Lance Corporal, I was there 
to graduate and go out to post, not to break a gender barrier 
or to get a free ride. Halfway through the training, everyone 
was required to meet with the company Gunny to determine 
if you were to advance to the last stage of training or be 
sent back to your former duty station. I walked in, stood at 
attention and the company Gunny went on a tare telling me 
how women didn’t belong on MSG duty, they would sleep 
with everyone, get pregnant and not pull their weight. He 
went on and on, but I didn’t pay him no mind. After he was 
done, I did a sharp about face and marched off smartly.  
I resumed my training, graduated and was posted to Paris 
France Aug 88-Sept 89 and Ottawa, Canada Sept 89-Jan 90. 
I was held to the same standard as the males and forged a 
great brother/sisterhood with my fellow Marines. It was a 
great assignment and the highlight of my career. I returned 
to the fleet at Marine Corps Air Station, New River NC. The 
very day I checked into the base hotel, Desert Shield turned 
into Desert Storm. I watched with excitement as the sky over 
Iraq lit up with red tracer fire (AAA) while our pilots pounded 
the dug in Republican Guard. I was excited to know I was 
changing my Ambassador’s in Blue uniform for “cammies” to 
get into the fight.

- Angela Munson

NEED TO PAY  
MEMBERSHIP DUES?

You can pay your membership dues  
via PayPal or Check.  

Visit https://embassymarine.org/
dues-payment/ for more information.

Annual dues for Regular Members  
is $30.00 for 1 year and  

$75.00 for 3 years (save $15.00).  
Please check your account  
on the website to confirm  

your due date.

Questions?  
Contact Kevin [ KJ ] Carleo,  

our Membership Chairman at  
membership@embassymarine.org  

or use the contact form  
available on the website.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Robert [ BOB ] L. LIGHTY | Chairman | 2021
Kevin [ KJ ] J. CARLEO | Vice Chairman | 2021
William [ Bill ] STANSON | Secretary | 2023
Kevin HERMENING | Treasurer/Director | 2022
Paul [ Doc ] W. DOOLITLE | Director | 2021   

David HALE | Director | 2021  
Fred SAMARELLI | Director | 2022  
Timothy T. PARRISH |  Director | 2022
Timothy [ Tim ] J. WOOD | Director
Charles [ Chuck ] NORRIS | Director | 2021
VACANT | Director 


